
SCIENCE AND RELIGION COEXIST ESSAY

Free Essay: Throughout history, religion and science have been in constant conflict with each other. The arrest and
excommunication of astronomer Galileo1. .

The age of enlightenment was preceded by and closely related to the scientific revolution. The notion that
science and spirituality are somehow mutually exclusive does a disservice to both. The astrophysicist John
Barrow of the University of Sussex spoke of another longstanding mystery: the dazzling cosmological
coincidences that make life possible. The films show that our world is rapidly changing and how society reacts
to events during those specific times by questioning spiritual faith. To better understand and answer the
question of whether the two sides really do conflict we will look at: my view on the subject, the definitions of
both science and religion, basic arguments of both sides, scientific evolution, differing religions and religious
views, the compatible versus incompatible argument, how religion has influenced science and views from t
Are the two irreconcilable. I don't see much of a difference between the two, besides the way that our society
portrays each. As a young boy, one could say I was a religious person; certainly, my parents wanted me to be
religious and I trusted in that judgment Galileo had alienated one of his biggest and most powerful supporters,
the Pope, and was called to Rome to defend his writings. Ever since living in Haiti in the early 's, the constant
thumping of drums in the twilight has intrigued me. Despite our advances in medical science, technology,
education, healthcare, human rights, laws, etc. The fact our universe is intelligible has profound implications
for humankind and perhaps for the existence of God. Sandage said at the Berkeley conference. There is
however a place where most of the American children have no choice at all, what to believe when it comes to
science. Mitchell Marcus, chairman of the computer science department at the University of Pennsylvania,
speculated that the craft of artificial intelligence -- designing thinking computers -- is a modern realization of
the school of Jewish mysticism based on the Kabala. Phillips explains the most common mistake that he sees
in their logic Faith is at the root of both. As humans discovered more and more about themselves, they found
that many of the things that religion told could not true. Sandage, the cosmologist, matter of factly put it like
this: ''I don't go to a biology book to learn how to live. Scientifically based observations or experiments that
conflict with an explanation eventually must lead to modification or even abandonment of that explanation.
There is so much, including how we communicate, that distorts the truth behind the "clues" we are presented
with. In science class, evolution is taught either briefly or detailed. Religion Christopher Hitchens took a very
one-sided approach to the idea of science and religion co-existing. And yet a lot do.


